Cool Tools: Making MORE work easier and safer  
So cool the possibilities are endless.

**Safe-T-Nose®**  
Purpose: Illuminate the leading edge of your steps and/or handrails.  
Industries: hospitality, health care, warehouse, schools  
So cool the possibilities are endless.  
Cost: $4-6/foot  
Website: www.safetnose.com  

**Impact® Tablemover™**  
Purpose: Reduce manual material handling associated with moving tables.  
Industries: construction, manufacturing, schools, agriculture  
So cool the possibilities are endless.  
Cost: $35  
Website: www.impact-products.com  

**Fat Ivan®**  
Purpose: door chock, to hold the door for you  
Industries: fire, police, hospitality, deliveries  
So cool the possibilities are endless.  
Cost: $17.95  
Website: www.fativan.com  

**BOSSE Shovel©**  
Purpose: Improve posture and increase range of motion when shoveling.  
Industries: agriculture, landscaping, construction  
So cool the possibilities are endless.  
Cost: $89.99-$99.99  
Website: www.bossetools.com  

**SawStop®**  
Purpose—stops the blade within five milliseconds of detecting contact with skin  
Industries—construction, manufacturing, schools, agriculture  
Cost—$1,599 and up, depending on the size  
$69 for the brake cartridge  
www.sawstop.com  

**The Sleeve and Rampart**  
Purpose: Securing entryways for doors that open outward (The Sleeve) or inward (Rampart)  
Industries: schools, hospitals, social service, banks  
Cost: The Sleeve $79-$83, Rampart $39.99  
Website: www.fightingchancesolutions.com